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MATHEMATICS



l + B = L\ - i2- ( fU



1.1 Algebra



and the three roots, in terms of y are:



1.1.1 Powers and roots The following are true for all values of indices, whether positive, negative or fractional: ap*aq = ap+q (a"}q = apq (alb)p = aplbp (ab)p = apbp aplaq = ap q a p = (\/a)p = \/ap p^/a = a]lp a°=\ 0" = 0



= [A + B]



y2^ = (-(A + B)/2±J-3(A-B)/2]



b X



\, 2, l~y\,2, 3~~



T



1.1.2.4 Equations of higher degree Equations of degree higher than the second (quadratic equations) are not solvable directly as the method of solving the cubic equation above shows. Generally recourse must be had to either graphical or numerical techniques. If the equation be of the form: F(x) = Q



1.1.2.1 Linear equations Generally ax + b = Q of which there is one solution or root x= —b/a



e.g. anx" + an^x" ' . . . + 00 = 0



1.1.2.2 Quadratic equations Generally ax2 + bx + c = 0 of which there are two solutions or roots



-b±J(b2-4ac) 2a



y]



and in terms of x the three roots are:



1.1.2 Solutions of equations in one unknown



x_



*L\T 27; J



^ Aj



where, if b2 > 4ac, the roots are real and unequal, b2 = 4ac, the roots are real and equal, and b2, = «(«- I X » - 2 ) . . . ( « - r + . ) = ^L_



(I8)



where n\ = n(n- l)(n — 2), ... 3.2.1 is called factorial n. It is clear that: "Pn = n\



and that: 1.1.5 Logarithms Logarithms, which, short of calculating machinery of some form, are probably the greatest aid to computation are based on the properties of indices.



"P, = n



If, of n things taken r at a time p things, are to occupy fixed positions then the number of permutations is given by:



"-"Pr-p



(1.9)



If in the set of n things, there are g groups each group containing H 1 , /I2 . . . ng things which are identical then the number of permutations of all n things is: n\ H1In2I.. .ngl



1.1.6.2 Combinations The number of combinations of n different things, into groups of r things at a time is given by: «!__= "Pr^ r\(n-r}\ r\



(1.10)



It is important to note that, whereas in permutations the order of the things does matter, in combinations the order does not matter. From the general expression above, it is clear that: "Cn= 1



"C, = n



(1.11)



If, of n different things taken r at a time p are always to be taken then the number of combinations is: "-"Cr-p



Figure 1.1 Trigonometric functions These functions satisfy the following identities: sin2a -I- COS2Gi = I 1 + tan2a = sec2a 1 + cot2a = cosec2a



1.2.1 Positive and negative lines In trigonometry, lines are considered positive or negative according to their location relative to the coordinate axes xOx', yOy', (see Figure 1.2).



(1.12)



If, of n different things taken r at a time p are never to occur the number of combinations is:



"-"Cr



(1.13)



Note that combinations from an increasing number of available things are related by: "+ 1 Cr = "O+ "Cr-I also



n



(1.14)



n



Cr = Cn-r



(1.15)



1.1.7 The binomial theorem The general form of expansion of (x + a)n is given by: (* +OT=^C 0 Jt"+ "C1 x "->ar +nC2x"--2a2 ...



(1.16)



Figure 1.2 Positive and negative lines



Alternatively this may be written as:



(j +tf-X-+ !!*'-'*+^*^^ (1.17) It should be noted that the coefficients of terms equidistant from the end are equal (since "Cr = nCn — r).



1.2.1.3 Negative lines



1.2 Trigonometry The trigonometric functions of the angle a (see Figure 1.1) are defined as follows: sin a = y/r cos a = xjr tan a = y/x



1.2.1.2 Positive lines Radial: any direction. Horizontal: to right of yOy'. Vertical: above xOx'.



cosec a = r/y sec a = r/x cot a = x/y



Horizontal: to left of yOy'. Vertical: below xOx'. 1.2.2 Positive and negative angles Figure 1.3 shows the convention for signs in measuring angles. Angles are positive if the line OP revolves anti-clockwise from



Ox as in Figure 1.3a and are negative when OP revolves clockwise from Ox. Signs of trigonometrical ratios are shown in Figure 1.4 and in Table 1.1.



Table 1.1 Sign of ratio Quadrant positive First



sin cos tan cosec sec cot sin cosec



Second



Figure 1.3 (a) Positive (b) negative angle



Third



tan cot



Fourth



cos sec



negative



cos sec tan cot sin cosec cos sec sin cosec tan cot



1.2.4 Measurement of angles 1.2.4.1 English or sexagesimal method 1 right angle = 90° (degrees) 1° (degree) = 60' (minutes) 1' (minute) = 60" (seconds) This convention is universal. 1.2.4.2 French or centesimal method This splits angles, degrees and minutes into 100th divisions but is not used in practice. 1.2.4.3 The radian



Figure 1.4 (a) Angle in first quadrant; (b) angle in second quadrant; (c) angle in third quadrant; (d) angle in fourth quadrant



This is a constant angular measurement equal to the angle subtended at the centre of any circle by an arc equal in length to the radius of the circle as shown in Figure 1.5. n radians= 180° 1 OQ



1.2.3 Trigonometrical ratios of positive and negative angles



1 radian=



n



J Of\



=



- =51° 17'44" approximately 3.141 6



Table 1.2



sin ( - a) = - sin a cos ( - a) = cos a sin (90° - a) = cos a cos (90° - a) = sin a sin (90° -I- a) = cos a cos (90° -fa) = - sin a sin (180° -a) = sin a cos (180° -a)= -cos a sin (180° 4- a) = -sin a cos (180° -I- a)= -cos a



tan ( - a) = - tan a cot ( - a) = - cot a tan (90° -a) = cot a cot (90° -a) = tana tan (90° + a) = -cot a cot (90° 4- a) = - t a n a tan (180° -a)= -tan a cot (180°-a) = -cota tan (180° + a)= tana cot (180° + a)= cot a



sec (-a) cosec ( - a) sec (90° - a) cosec (90° — a) sec (90° -H a) cosec (90° -I- a) sec (1 80° - a) cosec (180°- a) sec (180° 4- a) cosec (180° + a)



= sec a = - cosec a = cosec a = sec a = - cosec a = sec a = - sec a = cosec a = -sec a = -cosec a



1.2.8 Sums and differences of functions sin A + sin B=2 sin \(A + E) cos ±(A - B) sin A - sin 5=2 cos J(^ + B) sin H^ ~ ^) cos A + cos 5=2 cos i(y4 + 5) cos iC4 - B) cos A - cos 5= - 2 sin J(^ 4- 5) sin J(X - 5) sin2 A - sin2 £=sin (A + E) sin (A - B) cos2,4 - cos2 B= - sin (A + B) sin (,4 - B) cos2,4 - sin2 B=cos (/4 -I- B) cos (/4 - £)



1 radian



1.2.9 Functions of multiples of angles sin 2A = 2sin A cos A cos 2/1 = cos2 A - sin2 A = 2 cos2 /1-1 = 1-2 sin2,4 tan 2/4 = 2 tan A/(I - tan 2 .4) sin 3A = 3 sin ,4 - 4 sin3,4 cos 3 A — 4 cos3 /1-3 cos /* tan 3/4 = (3 tan A - tan3 A)I(I - 3 tan2 ^) sin pA = 2 sin (p- l)/lcos/l-sin(/?-2)/f cos /7/4 = 2 cos (p— \)AcosA — cos(p — 2)A



Figure 1.5 The radian



1.2.10 Functions of half angles



1.2.4.4 Trigonometrical ratios expressed as surds



s i n / 4 / 2 = y ( 1 - C f - 4 ) = ^ 1 - f 2 sin ^-- /(1 7 in - 4)



Table 1.3 TT



TT



Tl



TT



Angle in radians



^



6



4



1



2



/4ngte //i Agrees



0°



30°



45°



60°



90°



^



'



\



^



$



'



'



f



Jl



3



»



™ c j n - /Y 1+cos^ \ _ V(I+sin^) cos AIZ v I ^ ) 2



V(I -sin.4) 2



An= 1 ~ cos ^4 sin/l / / 1 - cos ,4 \ tan ^- sin ^ ~ \+cosA~v {\+cosA J 1.2.11 Relations between sides and angles of a triangle (Figures 1.10 and 1 . 1 1 ) a _ b _ c sin A sin B sin C a = bcos C+ccos B



tan



O



-JT V-J



!



x/3



oo



Table 1.3 gives these ratios for certain angles. 1.2.5 Complementary and supplementary angles Two angles are complementary when their sum is a right angle; then either is the complement of the other, e.g. the sine of an angle equals the cosine of its complement. Two angles are supplementary when their sum is two right angles.



c2 = a2 + b2-2abcosC



(1.18)



sin A = £ V W^ ~ *)(-* ~ W(^ - c)}



( l •{9>



where 2s = a + b + c Area of triangle A = \ab sin C= V7W-5 ~ a)(s ~ b)(s ~ c)l A 2



v



/I (5-6X^-CJI I .v(^-«) I



1.2.6 Graphical interpretation of the trigonometric functions



^M^l



Figures 1.6 to 1.9 show the variation with a of sin a, cos a, tan a and coseca respectively. All the trigonometric functions are periodic with period 2n radians (or 360°).



sinf=^^?^}



1.2.7 Functions of the sum and difference of two angles sin (A ± B) = sin A cos B ± cos A sin B cos (A ± B) = cos A cos B + sin A sin B / A , m tan ^ ± tan B tanM±H)=1±tany'2 = \ COS X
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B'C on great circle B'CA'C and edge CB on great circle ACBD'. The angles of a spherical triangle are equal to the angles between the planes of the great circles or, alternatively, the angles between the tangents to the great circles at their points of intersection. They are denoted by the letters C, B', B for the triangle CB'. Area of spherical triangle CB'B = (B' + B+ C- n)r\ Spherical excess Comparing a plane triangle with a spherical triangle the sum of the angles of the former is n and the spherical excess E of a spherical triangle is given by E=B' + £ + C-TT; hence, area of a spherical triangle can be expressed as (E/4n) x surface of sphere.



Figure 1.16 Sphere illustrating spherical trigonometry definitions



Spherical polygon A spherical polygon of n sides can be divided into (H-2) spherical triangles by joining opposite angular points by the arcs of great circles. Area of spherical polygon = [sum of angles -(H- 2)n]r = j- x surface of sphere. Note that (H - 2)n is the sum of the angles of a plane polygon of n sides. 1.3.2 Properties of spherical triangles



Figure 1.17 Spherical triangles Great circle The section of a sphere cut by a plane through any diameter, e.g. ACBC'. Poles Poles of any circular section of a sphere are the ends of a diameter at right angles to the section, e.g. D and D' are the poles of the great circle ACBC'. Lunes The surface areas of that part of the sphere between two great circles; there are two pairs of congruent areas, e.g. ACA'C'A; CBC'B'C and ACB'C'A; A'CBC'A'. Area oflune If the angle between the planes of two great circles forming the lune is B (radians), its surface area is equal to 26r2. Spherical triangle A curved surface included by the arcs of three great circles, e.g. CB'B is a spherical triangle formed by one edge BB' on part of the great circle DB'BA the second edge



Let ABC, in Figure 1.17, be a spherical triangle; BD is a perpendicular from B on plane OAC and OED, OFD, OEB, OFB, OGE, DHG are right angles; then BED = A and BFD = C are the angles between the planes OBA, OAC and OBC, OAC respectively. DEH = COA = b also COB = a, AOB = c, and since OB = OA = OC = radius r of sphere, OF = r cos a, OE = r cose; then cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos A cos b = cos a cos c + sin a sin c cos B cos c = cos a cos b + sin a sin b cos C



Also the sine formulae are: sin A _ sin B _ sin C sin a sin b sin c



and the cotangent formulae are: sin a cot c — cos a cos B + sin B cot C sin b cot c = cos b cos A + sin A cot C sin b cot a = cos b cos C + sin C cot A sin c cot a = cos c cos B + sin B cot A sin c cot b = cos c cos A + sin A cot B sin a cot b = cos a cos C+sin C cot B



1.4.1 Relation of hyperbolic to circular functions



Figure 1.18 Polar triangles



sin 9= —i sinh i 9 cos 9 = cosh / 9 tan 0 = / tanh j 9 cosec 9 = / cosech / 9 sec 0 = sech i 9 cot0 = icothi0 sinh9= —isin 10 cosh 0 = cos / 9 tanh Q= -i tan / 0 cosech 9 = i cosec / 9 sech 0 = z sec 10 coth 0 = zcot id



In Figure 1.18, ABC, A1B1C, are two spherical triangles in 1.4.2 Properties of hyperbolic functions which A1, B1, C1 are the poles of the great circles BC, CA, AB cosh2 0- sinh2 0=1 respectively; then A1B1C1 is termed the polar triangle of ABC sech2 0=1- tanh 2 9 and vice versa. Now OA1, OD are perpendicular to the planes sinh 20 = 2 sinh 9 cosh 0 BOC and AOC respectively; hence A1OD = angle between cosh 29 = cosh2 0+ sinh2 (9 planes BOC and AOC = C. Let sides of triangle A1B1C1 be denoted by a\b\c\ then C1 = A1OB1 = Tr-C also Ci1 = n-A and bl = n — B;c = n-C];a = n-A^b = n-Bl and from these we get cosech2 9 = coth2 0-1 ,



2 tanh 9 + toffi^



cos B+cos A cos C : , . sm A sin C



n om (1-20)



cosa= cos A.+ cos _ . Bcos _ C sin B sin C



n on (1.21)



sinh (jc ± x) = sinh Jt cosh y ± cosh jc sinh y cosh (x ± y) = cosh Jt cosh y ± sinh jc sinh y



cos C + cos A cos B :——— sin A sin B



(1.22)



, , tanh x ± tanh y x tanh v(jc ± " v) = T-T~:—r r—>> 1 ± tanh jc tanh



COS 6 =



cose=



tonh2 =



*T



sinh x + sinh y = 2 sinh J(jc -f y) cosh J(AC - >>) sinh x - sinh _y = 2 cosh J(jc -I- y) sinh J(x - ^) cosh jc -I- cosh y = 2 cosh J(jc + y) cosh J(;t - _y) cosh jc - cosh y = 2 sinh }(jc + y) sinh ±(x - y)



1.3.2.1 Right-angled triangles If one angle A of a spherical triangle ABC is 90° then cos a = cos b cos c = cot B cot C _. tan c „ tan b . _ sin b cos B= : cos C= : smB=-.—: tan a tan a sin c . _, sine _ tan b _ tanc sin C = -—: tan B= —.—: tan C= -.—r: sin a sin c sin b cos B = cos b sin C; cos C = cose sin B.



1.4.3 Inverse hyperbolic functions As with trigonometric functions, we define the inverse hyperbolic functions by ^y = sinh" 1 x where jc = sinh^: Therefore:



x = (ey — e - l ')/2



Rearranging and adding jc2 to each side:



1.4 Hyperbolic trigonometry The hyperbolic functions are related to a rectangular hyperbola in a manner similar to the relationship between the ordinary trigonometric functions and the circle. They are denned by the following exponential equivalents:



e 2v -2jc.e v + jc2 = jc2-f 1 or: ey-x = J(x2+\) and therefore: y = sinh ' .x = logc [jc + J(x2 +I)]



sinh 0= ^f-



cosech 
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